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_t SYMBOLSAND-ABBREVIATIONS
'l

:: AXP longitudinal aeoeleratlon at the-pilot station

AYP lateral acceleration at the pilot station
. %1

:=. AZP vertical acceleration at the pilot station

+ e hinge offset, %

PB computer mnemonic for p

_ i[,,, PK probability of kill
i[+ [

PSR probability of survival, red aircraft

!.... PSB probability of.survival, blue aircraft

_[._, p roll rate about body axis, deg/sec

!;:.;_ QB computer mnemonic for q

_= "_: q pitch rate about body axis, deg/sec

._ + RB computer mnemonic for c

:-" _ yaw rate about body axis, deg/sec

..... Veq airspeed, knots

_, ¢ roll angle, dog

i',- e pitch angle, deg

I_ii" k8 fiap_pinghinge restraint, ft-lb/rad
Ii

y lock number

, ACM air combat maneuvering

._ CGI Computer Generated Imagery

DIG digital image generator

-- IIUD he_d-up display

il NOE nap-of-the-earth

i_: I PMD panel-mounted display

.... +_' _t.,.:;, ;';©T /:(_L;I_T)
FIU_()I_DI:,_, =.....

lii
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SCAS Stability and Control Augmentation System

VMS Vertical Motion Slmulator

iv
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A PILOTED SIMULATION OF ONE-ON-ONE HELICOPTER AIR COMBAT ......................

AT NOE FLIGHT LEVELS

Michael S, Lewis and Edwin W. Aiken

Aeromechanios Laboratory
U.S. Army Research and Technology Laboratories, AVSCOM
NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California

I. SUMMARY

A piloted simulation designed to examine the effects of terrain proximity and
control system design on helicopter performance during one-on-one air combat maneu-
vering (ACM) is discussed. The NASA Ames Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS) and Com-
puter.Generated Imagery (CGI)_systems were modified to.allow two aircraft to he inde-
pendently piloted on a _ingle CGI data base.. Engagements were begun with the blue
aircraft already ina tail-chase position behind the red and also with the two air-
orafh originating from positions unknown to each other. Maneuvering was very aggres-
sive and safety requirements for minimum altitude, separation, and maximum bank
angles typical of flight test were not used. Results indicate that.the presence of
terrain features adds an order of complexity to the task performance over clear air
ArM and that a mix of attitude and rate oontmand-typeStability and Control Augmenta-
tion System_SCAS) design may be desirable. The simulation system design, the flight
paths flown, and the tactics used were compared favorably by the evaluation pilots to
actual flight tear.experiments.

2. INTRODUCTION

The Army has recently recognized the need to provide its helicopters with the
capability to engage both helicopter and fixed-wing threats. In Januany of 1982, a I
U.S. Army Aviation Mission Area Analysis Report identified helicopter air-to-air and
air defense suppression capabilities as the f_nst priori_!_deficiency of Army
aviation.

Flight tests and crew training have been in progress for some time. The U.S.
Marine Corps Marine Aviation Weapons and Tactics Squadron One (MAWTS I) has been
training senior Marine and U.S. Navy pilots since 1978 in the most effective use of
their current aircraft and weapons. As part of this training, MAWTS instructs pilots
in helicopter-vs-helieopter evasive maneuvering.

Due to a-lack of flight test data on the subject of helicopter air combat maneu-
vering, the U.S. Army Applied Technology Laboratory has undertaken a series of
instrumented flight tests at the Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, MD. In April
1983, Phase I of the Air-to-Air Combat Test (AACT I) was conducted utilizing OH-58
and AH-IS aircraft. In July 1983, Phase II flights were completed utilizing Sikorsky
S-76 and UH-60 aircraft (ref. I). From May 1978 through February 1979, the Army and
U.S. Air Force also conducted a series of flight tests involving current Army air-
craft against Air Force fixed-wing threats (J-CATCH), In addition, members of the
Third Squadron, Fifth Cavalry located at Ft. Lewis, WA, have been working since
August 1982 to develop a Rotary Wing Air Combat Maneuvering Guide to standardize Army
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I air combat training and tactics (ref. 2). In all of these flight tests, safety
I

_:*i restrictions for minimum altitude, roll attitude, and relative range are required.
.i Digital simulation studies to date have included work by Flight Systems, Incor-

p porated, and Grumman Aerospace Corporation, among others (refs. 3 and 4). These non-
real-time studies have investigated topics concerning the air-to-air combat effec-

, i tiveness of helicopters; the impact of flying qualities on mission effectiveness; and
_1"' the impact of speed, maneuverability, and armament for LHX.design concepts. None of

these simulations included a pilot in the loop or any sort of sophisticated visual
..... terrain model. Fixed-wing manned simulators in Government and industry have not lent

i themselves easily to helicopter engagements because of aircraft modeling complexities.-_ ' and the lack of high-fidellty low-level visual scene generating systems.

: : Since Army aircraft frequently operate at nap-of-the-earth (NOE) altitudes,
encounters with threat aircraft are likely to occur at this low levei. It was
desired, therefore, to design a simulation system which would allow the effects of
terrain to be included in an investigation of helicopter air combat maneuvering with-

ii_i:I out the safety restrictions necessary in flight tests. The helicopter modeling capa-bility, wide field-of-vlew CGI display, and the large motion travel of the NASA Ames
Research Center VMS-were well suited for thls task, although new system capabilities

":_'_:i, were required.
_!__ These new capabilities included a dual-eyepoint CGI real time software program

b_i which allowed.for two independently maneuverable v&ews of a common visual database. The data base itself was specially designed for this project, as was a system-i of head-up and panel-mounted information displays. The red aircraft pilot station
i_! and equations of motion were new, as were a weapons model and scoring algorithm.

These systems are described fully in the Facilities section below_

,'_ A number of people contributed invaluable expertise and support toward the
_- development and conduct of this experiment. Their time and efforts are gratefully

noted. Dennis Yeo, Software Systems, Inc.; Matt Bla_e, SYRE, Inc.; Russ Sansom,
": SYRE, Inc.; Arnie Estep, SYRE, Inc.; and Mehra Hera_i, SYRE, Inn.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

• To investigate the handling qualities requirements necessary for NOE air combat
maneuvering, a simulation measuring combat performance and elicitin8 pilot comments

, was conducted. Experimental variables included rotor hub type, basic SCAS design,
initial altitude, initial position, target aggressiveness, and weapon parameters.

The rotor hub model and SCAS parameters of the blue aircraft were varied to
represent a sample of the teetering, artieulate_, and hingeless design eonflguratlons
of a previous NOE handilng qualities experiment using the NASA-developed ARMCOP heli-

i copter math model. (Details of the configuration types and the ARMCOP model are
found in refs. 5, 6, and 7.) In _eneral, the ARMCOP model consists of equations for
the separate aerodynamic force and moment contributions of the main rotor, tall
rotor, fuselage, fln, and horizontal stabtllzer. For this simulation, the aerodynam-

WI its of the fuselage and empennage and the inertias were based on the characteristics
of the AM-1G Cobra Helicopter.

"t
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The oharacterlstios of the configurations chosen are shown in tables I-4, along

wlth an identifier for _hos_ used in references 5 and 6. The hub type was set by the

! value of hinge offset (zero for a teetering hub, 5% for articulated, 14_ for hinge-
less). The SCAS type was also varied from a rate oormand system (A204, B11) to an

attitude command system (TO5). Configurations TO5 and B11 had augmentation to mini-
! mize pitch and yaw coupling to collective inputs. A listing of the stability and

/ !

control derivatives for each configuration is provided in tables 5-9.

: In order to evaluate the effects.of terrain on air combat maneuvering, the ini-
tlal altitude of the two aircraft was varied from clear-air (1000 it) to low-level

(200 it). The initial position was also varied. Early in the experiment, the blue
i aircraft started each run at the same altitude and 1000 ft behind the red. Later,

, however, f_ee engagements were conducted with the two aircraft starting from random

!..... positions in the visual data base unknown to each other.

.... A fundamental factor in air combat maneuvering is the unpredictability of the
opponent aircraft. This.factor, however, makes an ACM experiment design and data

analysis somewhat more diffinult than an exactly repeatable and more controlled

_i_ task. A general effort was made., though, to keep the target level of aggressiveness_
-_, fairly consistent during the configuration evaluation engagements prior to free

_ : _ maneuvering._ Three levels of target maneuvering were chosen. "Gentle" maneuvering
consisted of small, roll and pitch attitude changes (±20= and t10 °, respectively) in

i clear air. "Hard" maneuvering involved larger variations (zSO° roll and t20 =

: pitch). "NEE" maneuvering was the most aggressive, largely because of the proximity
of terrain obstacles which both aircraft needed to avoid.

. z .

Weapon parameters were also varied. Gun range and firing cone for each aircraft

(fig. I).were nominally set to a maximum of 750 ft and ±2° in pitch and azimuth,

_- ..... respectively. The effects of increasing the range up to 2000 ft or decreasing the
firing cone to ±I° were briefl_L__examined.

- 4. CONDUCT OF THE EXPERIMENT

. 4.1 F_dddJLie_

Vertical motion simulator- The simulation was oonduoted using the NASA Ames six
degree-of-freedom 4MS for the blue aircraft (fig. 2). The VMS was designed to pro-

: vide extensive cockpit motion to aid in the study of handling qualities of existing

or proposed aircraft (ref. 8). The primary inputs from the aircraft math model to

! the motion system software are the body axis accelerations sensed by the pilot, _XP,

.: AYP, AZP, and the aircraft body axis rotational rates PB, QB, RB. These six inputs
are subjected to second-order washout filters characterized by a frequency and high

_i frequency gain. For this experiment the hexapod-mounted interchangeable cab was

! equipped with a single pilot cockpit and a three-window, wide field-of-view CGI
!) visual display (fig. 3).

)) Motion system gains and frequencies were set to allow for maximum travel without
• exceeding system limits during the large amplitude maneuvers performed (table 11)._h

Gab orientation on the hexapod base was set to allow the pilot to feel large lateral
" motion end side force cues. Pilot comments indicate that the motion cues were a

_! significant improvement in comparison to fixed base simulation runs.

3
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I.nstruments and controls- The VMS cockpit instrument panel design is shown in
figure 4. Instruments included a radar altimeter, vertical speed indicator, attitude

:; director indicator, airspeed meter, horizontal situation indicator, needle and ball,
i engine torque indicator, angle of attack indicator, "g" meter, and a clocK. A set of

i_ panel lights gave targeting and weapon information and a panel-mounted CRT displayed
! the tactical situation. The function of both of these systems is discussed later in

;;i this report.

_:'_ In the stowed position, and therefore not visible in figure 3 ,is a head-up dis-

"_ play (HUD) which provided the information shown in figure 5. The HUD design was

--mFi_ similar to that used in the experiment described in reference 9. This display was by
, far the primary source of flight information,_as the pilot's vision was almost

--_! constantly directed outside the cockpit. The HUD weapon sighting was aligned daily
to be certain that it corresponded to the firing logic, lights, and tones. Pilot

_! I utilization of the HUD information, particularly the velocity vector__4Li_olay,

_i_--'' increased with experience.

i

--_--_I The collective, cyclic, and directional controls were of a typical helicopter 'I

_i design. The force-feel characteristics of the cyclic stick and pedals were provided
--_I by an electro-hydraulic unit with adjustable breakout, static gradie,t, and-viscous
_,-,1 damping. These settings and the control travels are shown in table 11,

A drawing of the cyclic stick grip is shown in figure 6. The index finger

trigger switch allowed the pilot to stop the simulation run at any time and return

_i the motion ahd visual systems to the initial conditions. The lower thumb switch was
the weapon firing control; the upper thumb switch would remove the stick force gra-

--_! dient if depressed. The evaluation pilots deemed initial stick gradients and d_u_p-

-'_ inks to be too large which lead them to fly the task with the upper thumb switch

---_ depressed. This caused a delay in reacting to firing opportunities. The problem
ended when the stick-forces _ece reduced to the values indicated in table 11.

i CGI Visual System- The CGI data base (fig. 7) consisted of a detailed modeled
I area of approximately 9 km2. The terrain included pyramld-type hills measuring up to

--_ 1000 ft in height, individual trees, and buildings. Solid "tree blocks" 30-50 ft in

height were arranged with four clearings inside. The clearings were four-sided,

._ measuring approximately 600 to 800 ft on a side. To increase visual cues, "postage
i stamp"-type dark squares were drawn on the hillsides, allowing the pilots better

Judgment of their height above the terrain than they would have had with monochro-
matic hillsides. The ground plane was a dusty brown color while the hills were

various shades of green with sun vector shadowing. There was no ground texturing. A

- two-dimenslonal mountain _ange surrounded the detailed modeled area in a square

;_ pattern, 10 km on a side. In between the high detail area and this range was a flat

ground plane. Both aircraft were free to fly anywhere in the data base.

The need for two independently piloted aircraft presented unique CGI require-

ments. The S{nger-Link Digital Image Generator (DIG) normally provides the VMS pilot

with four out-of-the-cockpit "windows" of CGI scenery. Since the DIG system has a
capacity of four windows only, a two pilot system must split the four available

windows between the two cockpits. For this simulation, a new DIG software program

was developed to allow multiple eyepoints to be maneuvered about the data base.

Three COl windows were assigne_ to the eyepoint of the blue aircraft in the VMS cab,

- and one window was assigned to the other eyepoint at the red aircraft station. The

fields-of-view that resulted are compared with that of a UH-60 Blackhawk in figure 8.
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The pictorial presentation of the blue helicopter was that of a UH-60 Blackhawk
while the red aircraft was represented as an MI-2q Hlnd (figs. 9 and I0). Both air-
craft were depicted with rotating main rotor blades. Note that these were visual

representations only; the math models producing the two aircrafts' flight character-
istics are duscribed later in this report. Occulting of the two images as they were
obstructed by buildings, trees, or terrain occurred as it would normally in actual
flight.

Special features of the new CGI database included a flash in each aircraft's CGI
screen when a successful shot from the blue aircraft was fired. Visibility, though

• variable, was always set at clear daylight conditions for this experiment. Flight-
" paths of the red or blue helicopter were able to be recorded and then played back as
: a separate target during a simulation run. Thus, three aircraft, one preprogrammed

and the other two piloted, could maneuver about the data base.
___
-. Head Up end Panel Mounted Displays- To compensate for the restricted field-of-

: view of the CGI visual system for air combat, a CRT panel-mounted display (PMD) for
the blue aircraft cab and a similar HUD for the red aircraft were designed. The

" displays gave information as to the relative range, altitude, bearing, and heading of '
the opponent aircraft to each respective pilot in the pilot's own reference system, i

i This information was displayed only i_ a clear line-of-sight existed between the two
aircraft. A continuous scoring readout was also presented on each display.

Figure 11 shows a sample diagram of the information on the red aircraft HUD and
blue aircraft PMD. Interpreting the diagram as the red aircraft HUD, the sample
shows the blue aircraft in the seven o'clock position and heading directly at the red
ship. Range is 1567 it, and the large arrow and digits above it indicate that blue
altitude is 222 ft greater than red. A short or medium length arrow would appear if 1
blue was below red or at approximately the same altitude respectively. The scales at
the upper left and right indicate each aircraft's probability of survival (PSR, PSR),
starting at I00_ and decreasing as shots were scored and the run progressed. The i

lower two scales appeared on the red aircraft HUD only and indicate red altitude and
airspeed in analog and digltal form.

The line of sight determination was calculated as follows. The coordinates of I"
every hill and tree block vertex were stored in the mainframe computer memory. ,
Planar surfaces were defined by grouping appropriate vertex sets. An algorithm was i

_'i developed to determine if the llne segment connecting the two aircraft intersected
any of the planes. If an intersection was found, the line-of-sight was not clear,
and the target information would not be displayed.

i The blue aircraft ?MD provided the evaluation pilots aid in initial acquisition
.. during free engagements and they learned to use the display with quick glances

i whenever contact wlth the red aircraft was lost during tall chase maneuvers. One

pilot commented that the PMD functioned slmllarly to an APR-39 missile warning radar
_ system. The green light indicating a clear line-of-sight would alert the pilot to a

threat presence and then a look at the PMD would give the location of the threat. A
m minor problem occurred due to the fact that thu rauge circles on the display wore
-_ spaced at I km intervals. As a result, the target arrow would overlay the center

cross when the aircraft were at close range; the target's relative position would
then become difficult to determine quickly. A solution to this problem would be to

increase the range spacing, but then maximum detection range would be reduced. Some
compromise however would be beneficial.

1985018409-TSA10



Red aircraft station- The red aircraft pilot operated the aircraft from a sta-
tion set up in the VIeS control room (fig. 12). Aircraft controls were a three axis
joystick for roll, pitch, and yaw inputs and a potentiometer knob for collective
control. A single window CGZ picture was displayed on a 25-in. color monitor incor-
porating the field-of-vlew as shown in figure 13. The HUD discussed previously was
projected on a beam-splitter system in front of the CGI monitor. A set of green,
blue, and red panel light_ d_plioated the light display information in the VMS cab.

": _.2 Firing Logic and Scoring

For simplicity, a fixed forward-flring weapon was modeled. It was assumed -that

L if one aircraft could successfully track the othen within certain range, pitch-off,
and angle-off constraints for a representative time, then a probability of klll (PK)
could be associated with that track. Pitch-off and angle-off are defined as the
angles between an aircraft's body axis coordinates and an opponent aircraft in pitch
and azimuth, respectively. These constraints describe a.truncated cone as depicted
in figure I. Although the parameters were varied, the cone size was nominally set to

"- ±2° in pitch and azimuth, and the optimum range was between 500 and 750 ft._These
conditions had to be held for two continuous seconds to score a-shot with

" PK = 0.10. A series of panel lights and headset Zones alerted the pilot to the tac-

_ _ • tical situation and to when he was able to fire. When a successful shot was scored,
! .- the COl displays flashed white for approximately 60 msec. A flow chart depicting the

!

timer, light, and tone sequence for blue weapon firing i_ shown in figure 14.

-- i Since the primary task of thls experiment was tracking, measurements were set up
_: "t to record and display to the blue pilot the relative success of his maneuvering, An

; "optimum" tail chase position was defined as a 30° body-axis cone projecting from the
red aircraft as shown in figure 15. The cone is biased downward somewhat to reflect.

i£_ the advantage of being in the opponent's "blind spot." A maximum range of 1200 ft
was also defined outside of which the opponent was assumed to have a turning advan-
tage. I£ the blue aircraft strayed ou_slde of these constraints f_r longgr than five

i. seconds, a probability of kill of 0.05 was charged to that event. During low level
engagements, an altitude limit of 300 ft maximum was set in order to avoid ground-

- based defenses. If the blue aircraft exceeded this limit for longer than 13 sec, a
probability of kill of 0.10 was charged.

For offensive maneuvers, the red aircraft was given a weapons cone identical to
that of the blue aircraft. Red, however, did not need to depress a switch to fire a
shot. If blue was held within the firing parameters for the required time, a shot
was automatically scored with PK = 0.10. Whenever the blue aircraft was within the
weapon parameters of the red aircraft during offensive engagements, or whenever blue
strayed outside of the defined tail-chase position during tail-chase scenarios, a red
light would be displayed on both the red and blue instrument panels. One second
before a shot was to be fired, the light would begin to flash. A tone corresponding
to the red light of a different pitch than the tone for the blue light was found to
be confusing and not useful.

Shots were scored using a cumulative probability of survival model similar to
; that developed in reference 10. The PK values associated with successful shots or

:.( timer expirations were subjectively determined and do not necessarily represent
, actual PK values. With this model,

PSR(t �1)= PSi(t) - (PSg)(PSR)(PKBA)

]
-t
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PSD(t + 1) = PSB(t) - (PSR)(PSB)(PKRA + PKRB+ PKRC+ PKRD)

: where

PKXX = 0 if the scoring eases are not met

ii and

PKBA-=-0.10 for a successful blue shot

, PKRA = 0.10 for a successful red shot

PKRB = 0.05 if tail cone constraint timer exceeded

PKRC = 0.05 if rangeconstralnt timer exceede_

PKRD = 0.10 - if maximum altitude timer exceeded

_ii Using this model, cumulative probabilltles of survival could be computed as an=. engagement progressed rather-than having engagements terminated whenever-a successful
_'_I shot was fired. The engagements would terminate, however, if either aircraft reached

=--_._i! a sunvival probability of 0.2. The current survival probabilities (PSR, PSB) were
-- displayed to each pilot on the head up and panel mounted displays as described

i earlier.

i 4.3 Task

i The majority of simulation runs were started with the blue aircraft already in a
tail-chase position approximately 1000 f¢ behind the red aircraf¢. The blue pilot's

i_ task was to close to weapons range and maintain a proper tail-chase position as
defined in the Firing Logic and Scoring section. The red aircraft was flown at

--_ various levels of aggressiveness from gentle pitches and rolls to much harder
pitches, rolls, aoeeleratlons, and decelerations. Initial altitude was also varied
from low level to 2000 ft.

Some engagements were staged in which the two aircraft were placed in positions
in the data base unknown to each other. Each pilot was assigned a mission to fly to
another designated point. During that transit, the aircraft would encounter each
other, and air combat maneuvering would ensue. These free engagements resulted in
the most aggressive maneuvering of the entlre simulation. Structuring the task In
thls way also added to the pilot workload by forcing him to thlnk tactically and
organize his maneuver strategy accordingly. The free engagement was a more reallstio
(although less measurable) scenario than the tall chase since both aircraft were
maneuvering offensively. A timer limited the length of each run from 90 to 120 see
for tall chase scenarlos and to 4 to 5 min for free engagements.

4.4 Data Acquisition

Data taken for each simulated engagement were of four forms. Strip chart
recorders kept track of 42 variables including control movements, airspeed, altitude,
rate-of-cllmb, torque, and pitch, roll, and yaw angles and rates for each aircraft.
Tracking information such as relative range, ahgle off_ pltca off, tlmer hlstorles

?
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4* i,

i for each scoring ease, and aumulative survival probabilities were also recorded on
' strip charts. An initial condition printout recorded the trlm state of_he blue

aircraft and all design constraints, SCAS and control system settings. A final
"_- condition printout calculated the final survival probability of each airc_ft and the

l total number of blue and red shots fired. (Each time a red scoring timer was
: exceeded a "shot" was fired.) Brief pilot comments were recorded on tape following
" each run and a Cooper-Harper handling qualities rating (fig. 16) was assigned for
! each configuration. Videotapes recording the blue center window CGI scene and head

up display were also taken for most of the engagements.

,i

;' i! 5. RESULTS

i' i

_ i The most significant results of the entire experiment were pilot comments
L i

, regarding the high degree of realism of individual simulated encounters and of the
....i overall simulation design. Both final evaluation pilots are instructors at the U.S,
:...:i. Navy Test Pilot School, Patuxent River, MD, and have significant helicopter,

_ , simulator, and.evasive maneuvering experience (table 12). Following one encounter, 'I
:s pilot B commented: i

E:J
W-_:'_ You have completely ruined me now, [ am flying this mission the
_=/:I way I would a real EVM [.evasivemaneuvering] engagement. I was
• flying off the cues that I peroelved and off the relative motion of
_/:: the target aircraft. Even.when I was above him in a hover, in a
r-K", pedal.turn, I've adapted enough now that I had him in the center o£
_:_,i=. the right console window, maybe 20° down and was doing pedal turns
:--_,, keeping him there. I really flew that one the way I flew the ones
:_ at Patuxent River in relationship to the other aircraft, disregard-

ing the ground. I never looked at my altimeter one time and I am

. / now assimilating enough cues so I'm flying [the simulator).the way
._ it is flown in the air_craft.

h_

:'i 5.1 Angles and Bates :
? ,

The chart in figu;,e17 is presented as a summary of the degree of maneuvering
• involved in the air combat task. The blue aircraft data are taken from 57 aggressive

. , target maneuvering runs at low-level and clear-air altitudes. (Minimal differences
were found between low-level and clear-air maximum rates and angles and the data are

L presented in combined form. However, the overall aggressiveness of the low level
engagements seemed greater, although this is a subjective Judgment.) Maximum roll

_ rates between 25° and 55°/see were most common. Maximum achieved values were an. 84°/see roll rate and 100° roll angle. These data lie somewhere between the 40°/see
maximum rate set for an 0H-58 and the 60-100°/see rates reported in reference 11 for

i__ the UH-60 and S-76 during ACM flight teats. The target aircraft was somewhat less
agile and had a maximum achievable roll rate of Just over 40°/see. Red's maneuvering

t capability, therefore, was in the class of a teetering rotor system type aircraft in
T the roll axis.

Because the math models for each aircraft were not power limited, the aircraft '
could be accelerated to speeds in excess of 200 knots. This capability, however, was
not used. The highest speed ever attained was approximately 160 knots, and this was
a rare occurrence. Figure 17 shows the maximum speeds used to be centered around

• !
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: 'i_ _L

." 108 knots, These speeds seemed to result beo_use there the math models handled best
i rather than because of any specific speed requirement. That Is, if the math models

_._ '. were most maneuverable at 80 knots, it is believed that the eng_Kement airspeeds

.,.. would have been lower.

5.2 Effects of Altitude

_i_ Pilot comments on the effect of altitude were as follows:, j

\__/_ Flight below 200 ft appeared to ease the performance of air

combat
tasks in some oases. This perception may have been the result of
somewhat better perspectlve of altitude and attitude variations at

i _ the lower altitudes._ Although the terrain afforded occasional": opportunities for masklng, once the engagement was initiated, the
maneuvering was much more predictable in that the target aircraft

_:i became much more ohannellzed. Additionally, the engagements at
_ " altLtudes below 200 ft ten_ed to be less in the vertical plane than
_ ::_ those at higher altitudes. The exact differences in desirable

_ flying qualities fop engagements at low altitude compared with
:: :._ those at high altitude cannot be readily identified. Further
_-: testing is warranted in this area to identify the optir_n flyin8
_ ... qualities for air combat at low altitude.

In some instances, however, the maneuvering was more difficult at low alti-
:_'_'_ rude. On one occasion, as pilot B was tracking the target successfully, he saw-.the
_:-_ target pass a tree which he (pilot B) was going to have to avoid. Because he was
!:" : flying a configuration with good handling qualities, he.was able to press the attack
_"' until the timer was satisfied, fire a shot, and then avoid the tree at the last

moment. Again, because the configuration was favorable, he was quickly able to
_. reestablish a successful track. Clearly, this sort of problem does not occur at
_- higher altitudes, and there the need for such agile and precise responses may not be

strong. Handling quality requirements may, therefore, be different for low-level

_:! ACM. As pilot A noted, the maneuvering can become "channelized" if the target flies
_:. through a valley with terrain on both aides. In general, though, the requirements

for low-level maneuvering seem to be more stringent than for clear-air combat. More
i. data are needed, however, before these conclusions can be quantified and proven.

.....-- 5.3 SCAS and Hub Configuration
!

As seen in figure 18, the effect of $CAS type was very noticeable while a change
i •_ in modeled hub type seemed to have little effect. Data presented in the figure are

averaged from all aggressive target maneuvering engagements (clear-air and low-level,
_, - tail chase, and free engagements). Individual pilot ratings are presented in

i ' table 13. A minimum of 8 to a maximum of 19 engagements were totaled for each listedcombination of configuration and pilot. The attitude command system was rated from
i ; I to 2-I/2 ratinE polnts better on the avcrage than the ='alecolmnandsystem. For the

.:: high gain tracking task, tight control is required to keep the pipper sight on the
• : " target. The attitude command system allows the pilot to roll and pitch the aircraft

i :: to a desired angle with a single control movement. A rate command system requires• ., two control movements to establish the same angle. During large amplitude maneuver-

ing, however, some of the qualities of the rate system were desired. Larger anglescould be commanded with smaller control inputs than with the attitude SCAS. In

9
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general then, for the tight tracking task, an attitude eo_nand 5CA5 had advantages
and whenever that track was lost or--when maneuvering to attain a track, a rate
command SCAS may be desirable,

One pilot's comments highlibhted this observation:

As far as the oonflguratlon is concerned, it is certainly a degra-
dation over the attitude command system in terms of being able to
nail an attitude and use it, but in terms of maneuverability, it is
not nearly as restricted as the attitude command system seems to
be. I notice I only. use about plus or minus two inches of stick to
get virtually any attitude I want out of the vehicle, whereas with
the attitude command system, it seems that at some point, you want
at least another twenty degrees of roll. Again, it is a
tradooff. I would be more inclined to take the attitude command _

-I system where I.can at least get some _hots off than I would to

_I chase around all day with a system that is very maneuverable, but
rather undependable In_terms of being able to track with Lt.

] As previously stated, a change in modeled hub type had little effect on pilot
, rating. The SCAS design was always the dominant variable and seemed to effectively

mask any change Ir_hub type. No restrictions owing to rotor system type were imposed
upon the pilots. As reported in the experimental design section, the hub oonfigura-

! tion changes were modeled in a general wax Any future simulation investigating
these parameters would need to be more detailed.

Figure 19 presents a SLunmaryof the blue aircraft scoring and timer results.
The total time the blue aircraft established a successful track on red (excluding

_-_. momentary swings through the firing cone) was tabulated as a percentage of the total
time of each run. This method was used over final probability of survival and shot-
fired data due to the variability in run length. Only the NOE tail chase runs with
nominal firing constraints were considered. Mean values for different configurations
and pilot combinations are shown. The data seem to support pilot rating evaluations
of the attitude command over the rate command SCAS and some evidence of performance
differences due to hub type. The standard deviation for each of the points is on the
order of their value, however, and.the results cannot be considered conclusive. The
sample size for the required combination of pilot/SCAS type/hub type/weapon
parameters/initial relative position and initial altitude was unavoidably small.
Sample sizes for the values presented range from a minimum of five to a maximum of
twenty runs. The extremely variable nature of the task also le_ 4o somewhat variable
results. A configuration with good handling qualities may have a low.timer score on
a particular engagement due to poor pilot technique, tactics, or more effective
opponent maneuvering. A large number of runs with limited variability is required to
establish conclusive results.

Typical pilot comments for the various configurations taken from the recordings
taped following the completion of each run are summarized as follows:

CONFIGURATION A2Oq: Most pronounced in A204 were very high levels of collective to
pitch coupling which made the aircraft unpredictable in pitch contr_l. Pitch
bobbling was also preeeived to be due to low longitudinal damping and sensitivity.
Roll response was noted to be overly sensitive in comparison to the other rate
control system in configuration B11.

I0
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CONFIGURATIONBl1: Although pitch coupling was not as pronounced as in configuration
A204, it still remained the predominant deficiency. Some degree of roll to longitud-
inal cyclic or pitch rate coupling was noted. The roll axis control was accept-
able, Some adverse-yaw response to roll affected close-in tracking performance.

CONFIGURATIONTO5: Configuration TO5 comments were highlighted by a perceived
inereae in pitch attitude stability over both Bll and A204. Pitch response was said
to be much more predictable and roll response was good. The aircraft was noted to be
not as maneuverable as the other configurations, however. (See section on rate vs
attitude control.) The major deficiency in T05 was a tendency to PIG the directional
axis when attempting to put the plpper on the target. When the aggressiveness with
the pedals was reduced, the oscillations quickly damped out.

The tendency for deficiencies in pitch control to be noticed prior to direc-
tional control problems during the tracking task seemed te be a general one. That
is, when pitch control handling qualities were improved, directional control problems
became more apparent. This seems to indicate a relative importance of the two axes
during the performance of the tracking task, or at least_the order in which the axes
are controlled--plteh first and yaw second.

5.4 Effect of Weapon Parameters

A brief examination was made of the effect of_extending the weapon range and
constricting the firing constraint cone. The effect of openin& the range from a
maximum of 750 ft to 2000 ft while keeping a ±2° firing constraint cone was fairly
dramatic. The tracking task was easier than during any other engagements even though
the target maneuvering was still aggressive. Although simple geometry would indicate
this is the case, it is still worthwhile to note the degree to which the task was
affected. The handling qualities rating improved from a 4 to a 3, and .the timer and
scoring data show that the tracking was vastly improved. The target had only a.O.40
probablility of survival after the first minute of the engagement. Although this_
extended range is probably too long for a gun to be accurately fired, the launch !
constraints are applicable to missile system_. Thus, the relative ease of missile i

tracking compared to close-in gun tracking is highlighted, i ._i

r5.5 Deficiencies

Simulation realism on the whole did not necessarily mean complete adequacy of
individual parts. There were numerous deficiencies in the simulation, some of which
are inherent to the simulator facilities and some which may be remedied for the
future.

Simulation math model- Perhaps most significantly, the handling qualities of the
basic aircraft math model needed improvement. In order to reduce the complexity of
the experimental design, a standard version of the ARMCOP math model was used with
configuration types from a previous NASA experiment on a different simulator facil-
ity. Current pilot ratings with the same configuration inputs never did reach the
level of that experiment. Though the exact reasons are unclear, computer and
simulator facility differences and model changes since the date of that experiment
all probably contributed. Much time was spent trying to improve the basic model
handling qualities before conducting the actual experiment. Pilot comments consls-
tertly referred to tracking problems in both the pitch and yaw axes. Control
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, ; sensitivities and dampings in these axes were varied to obtain an optimal setting.

_:i ; But because of the extremely variable and unpredictable nature of the task, and the
i effects of learning and configuration order, consistent pilot opinions were never

quite reached.

- The math model also did not adequately model aircraft maneuvering limitations.

:. The engine was not power limited, and a perfect governor was assumed. Therefore, !

rOtor rpm remained constant, and the p.ilot workload did not include monitoring rpm
i droop or torque limits. Mast bumping was not modeled for the teetering rotor, and_

;: : ; the associated maneuvering limitations were not enforced. The pilots frequently i.
_ commented that they felt they were using pedal inputs and sideslip to aid in target
•_ tracking to an unrealistic degree. Firing shots from such out-of-trim conditions _

offers little chance of precise aiming unless a sophisticated fire control computer
! is assumed.

:_/_ CGI visual system- Also of important impact was the limited field-of-view avail-
i able from the three CGI windows in the VMS cab. The field-of-view is compared to

:- that of a UH-60 Blackhawk in figure 8, but even that is misleading since the Black-_
_--_- hawk has a reduced field-of-view when compared, to the AH-I Cobra or the AH-64

! Apache. The important missing field is the upper center position which is needed not

- ._ only when the target is at a higher altitude, but also during high G, close-in turns

_!_ in order to keep the target in visual contact. The three-window display was surpris-

. -.._ ingly effective for most tracking situations though, and the PMD aided significantly

_ ;7:] during free engagements or-when the target was lost. However, the limited field-of-
--__ : view and the low resolution on the PMD at short ranges may have caused-the lack of
i_-'l climbing, spiraling maneuvers reported during flight tests.

_ F:- [.

The pilots commented on the quality of the CGI visual system:

, Although the CGI was generally quite adequate for the purposes of
• this test, two deficiencies are notable. The first was that dis-

[ - tances were not readily perceived, i.e., the cues required for

i _ . depth perception were inadequate to enable some precision tasks

such as hovering. This perception may be enhanced through the use
" of te_.ture in the CGI. Second, the limited cues to rates of _'

closure frequently caused both overshoots and widening of target
- .... distances without timely pilot responses. These delayed responses

lengthened the time necessary to achieve the engagements or reduced

-.. the time that an engagement could be continued.

: Motion system- Although "the VMS has the largest vertical motion travel of any
known aircraft flight simulator in the world, no simulator, however large, could

-_ exactly reproduce the motion cues experienced in air combat maneuvering. In order to
I stay within motion limits, the system response was scaled down as detailed earlier

.... and motion cues were, therefore, lessened. This fact should be taken as an inherent

deficiency of any such simulation. However, the pilots did rate the motion cues as
. being significant improvements over fixed base engagements which were conducted, and tthe motion cues were a valuable feature of the simulation.

Pilot comments were as follows:

[ L
The quality of the simulator motion was generally considered

: extremely good. However, two observations may be made in relation

i to large amplitude maneuvers. It is unlikely that the design of

| i ,2
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the simulator considered the abrupt and large scale maneuvers prev-

_ alent during the evasive and pre-traok maneuvering tasks. There-fore, the inconsistent motion oues, such as longitudinal bucking at

; highly banked (80 °) turns, were not unexpected but do pose a limi-
tation to the simulation of air combat. Additionally, the reduc-
tion of the motion gains in order to contain cab motion within the

i travel limitations also served to diminish the perceptibility of
motion cues such as the detection of side force during mor_ routine
maneuvers.

_:ii At one point during the experiment, the motion system experienced technicalproblems. A number-of fixed-base engagements were flown while the problems were
being corrected. A sample of pilot comments regarding the differences_etween fixed
base and motion simulations is as follows:

The difference between being on motion and being off motion is
still plaguing me a little bit. I'm mush more mechanical in what
I'm doing trying to think about what it would feel like and what it
ought to be feeling like. Having to draw those cues out of the
visual imagery is a little more difficult and I feel slightly more
at a disadvantage.

I can't say enough about the lack of motion cues. This simulator
has better motion cues than any I have ever flown. To go from
those cues one day to this [fixed-base flight] the next is a diffi-
cult transition to make quickly.

HandllnK qualities ratinE scale- The question of how to define the various con-
figurations and how they performed as "inadequate," "adequate," or "satisfactory" was
raised continually throughout the simulation. By its very nature, alr-to-air maneu-
vering is an extremely complicated task with many factors affecting the end result.
A number of those factors are outside the control,of a particular pilot and often
outside the realm of his aircraft. The opponent aircraft can dramatically change the
ease of task performance by more gentle, more aggressive, on more elever maneuver-
ing. Thus a pilot with an identical aircraft configuration for three different
encounters may perform the tracking task extremely well or not at all. The rating
assigned to that configuration may change due to what the pilot perceives as varying
amounts of compensation to perform the same task. Also, one particular eneounter
could emphasize more lateral or more longitudinal control, or both, and particular
aircraft deficiencies may be hidden or highlighted.

Of course, some of these problems affect all sorts of piloted simulations. What
seems to be unique about the air-to-air task is that a fully realistic simulation
requires unpredictability in the flightpath of the target vehicle so the pilot will

_ not be able to anticipate his opponent's maneuvering and "cheat" in his tracking.
; This "cheating" would result in reduced aggressiveness by that aircraft and might

allow the pilot to perform the tracking task without the constant and sometimes vio-
t; lent course corrections that are characteristic of air-to-air combat. On the other
_ hand, any experimenter wishes to limit variability in order to establish conclusive

i! results with a manageable number of test points. Because this was the initial simu-
! lation effort in this area, it was intended to investigate the subject in a broad

fashion. Thus, as stated earlier, the only limit to target maneuvering variability
was a general (but conscious) effort by the target pilot to be consistent in the
target aircraft's level of aggressiveness.
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The pilot ratings for each of the various configurations, therefore, had a ten_
dency to vary significantly between encounters. Following discussions with the eval-
uation pilots, "inadequate," "adequate," and "satisfactory" handling qualities rat-
ings were to be based on their experience from flight tests judging what is necessary
to accomplish the task. It was left to their judgment to separate the effects of
their own aircraft's handling qualities, target aggressiveness, and each aircraft's

: tactical strategy when giving a rating to a particular configuration. This was often
not an easy judgment to make.

In the future, multiple rating scales specific to factors such as those men-
tioned above might be employed to adjust the overall rating. In addition, some
reduction in the variability of the target maneuvering seems to be in order. A
number of possibilities, suchas a library of prerecorded.fllght paths, a computer
controlled opponent, or variations of an open-loop analytical function describing a
flightpath are currently being investigated.....

6. CONCLUSIONS

The large number of experimental.variables and the exploratory nature of the
4 simulation tend to prohibit specific definitive conclusions from being set forth.

i' However, some points can be stated with confidence. The simulator system design,
facilities, and pilot tasks were all Judged to be extremely useful tools.for evaluat-
ing a wide variety of aspects of-the helicopter air combat maneuvering problem.
Engagement tactics and flight paths of both the red and blue aircraft were found to
be representative of both flight test encounters and scenarios that military pilots
would expect to see in actual combat. In short, a legitimate capability to perform
realistic and meaningful simulations of low altitude helicopter air combat encounters
has been developed and proven.

Other general conclusions can be drawn. Pilot comments, handling qualities
ratings and scoring performance showed the characteristics of the attitude command
SCAS to be superior during the tracking phase of the task, while the rate co,and

- system had chanaeteristies desired for larger amplLtude maneuvers. While this was
only a limited examination, a control system which can combine the qualities of both
systems is worthy of future investigation; for example, a transition from attitude to
rate command system as a function of controller_xiisplacementmay provide the desired
blend of control response.

Low-level maneuvering in the presence of terrain features brought a high degree
of realism to the simulation. The effect of the terrain seems to be an important one
although the exact performance agility differences from clear-air maneuvering cannot
be determined from the limited data taken. Certainly, maneuver strategies were

affected and ground and obstacle avoidance were continuous pilot concerns. It seems
imperative to include these terrain features in any high fidelity simulation of heli-
copter air combat. Quantification of their effect on handling qualities requirements
will be an important focus of future studies.

Although only a simple examination of a change in weapon parameters was per-
formed, the fact that any change has a substantial effect on the tracking task should

,' be highlighted. The weapon system model will have a first-order effect on any
encounter result, either actual or simulated. A more precise model or an examination
of various weapon types should be included in future studies.
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Future simulation experiments in helioopter air oombat maneuvePing could focus
on anF oP the number of variables discussed here, or on others, suoh as auxiliary
thrust oonfigurations, an ABC or tilt rotor model, or multiple player e_eounters.
Regardless of the variable examined, the experimental design+will need to be tightly
controlled in orde_ to Kenerate oonelusive results about what has been Pound to be an
extremely variable and complex subjeot.

i +

+.

i
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APPENDIX

RED AIRCRAFT EQUATIONS OF MOTION

i i I. INTRODUCTION

I Several erlteria determined the selection of the equations of motion for the

target (or red), aircraft for this simulation. Because of computer capacity limits,

the model was required, to be relatively simple. However, because the resultant

motions of the red aircraft were to be presented visually to the pilot of the blue
aircraft, the model had to exhibit helicopter-like dynamics, including realistic

attitude-speed relationships so as to provide the proper cues to guide the blue

pilot's maneuvers. No airspeed _estrietions were applied to the engagements; there-
fore, the red aircraft model was required, to be capable of realistic maneuvers at

hover, low speeds, and in forward fligh_ Finally, because the r_d aircraft was to

be flown from a pilot's station equipped with a limited f.ield-of-view visual display

and a simple Joystick controller, the aircraEt had to be relatively easy to fly.
Speeifieally, in hover and low speed flight, a pitch and roll attitude command system

is provided; an altitude rate command and yaw rate command system are provided in the

vertical and directional axes, respectively. In forward flight, the pitch and roll

axes are transformed into angular rate command systems while the dir_ee_ional axls

it provides an automatic turn coordination feature.

This discussion of the red aircraft mathematical model is divided into three

_'_ sections: (I) pilot's control inputs, (2) rotational equations of motion, and_

(3) translational equations of motion. The eomputer mneumonics used in this descrip-
tion correspond to those used in the actual FORTRAN subroutine TMAN.

2. PILOT'S CONTROL INPUTS

!j

i The pilotts pitch, roll, yaw, and vertical control inputs from the Joystick

controller (PITCHT, ROLLT, YAWT, and DCT, respectively) are expressed in terms of
percent of full scale. Limits of +-50% are imposed on each of the inputs and seleet-

able deadbands (PDBT, RDBT, YDBT, and CDBT, respectively) are provided; these dead-
bands were set to -+2% for this experiment.

3. ROTATIONAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The equations of motion for the three rotational degrees of freedom provide a

pitch and roll attitude command system and a yaw rate command system below an air-

speed of 30 knots. Above 50 knots, a pitch and roll rate command system is provided
while the yaw axis acts to maintain zero lateral acceleration (automatic turn coordi-

nation). The equations for body-axis roll, pitch, and yaw accelerations in radlsee 2

are:

. PBDT=ZLPT* ROLLDR+XLDAT*ROLLT+XLPH IT* PHITR I

, 16
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QBDT_ZMQT*PITCHDR+XMDET*PITCHT+MTHETT#(THETETR+TMDUM)

RBDT=XNVT*VBT+ZNRT*Y_WDR+ZNPT*ROLLDR+XNPHIT*PHITR *YAWT

. where

ROLLDR, PITCHDR, YAWDR : body-axis roll, pitch, and yaw rates, respectively (tad/see)

i PHITR, THETATR _ roll and pitch Euler angles, respectively (tad)

ii. TMDUM : correction for trim p.!._chattitude variations= .000621*UBT (tad)

UBT, VBT = body-axis longitudinal and lateral velocity components, respec-
tively (ft/sec)

ZLPT, ZMQT, ZNRT = roll, pitch, and yaw rate damping derivatives, respec-
tively (I/see)

XLDAT, XMDET, XNDPT = roll, pitch, and yaw control sensitivities, respec-
tively (radlsec21%)

XLPHIT, XMTHETT = roll and pitch attitude stability derivatives, respec-
,. tively (I/see2)

and

i

XNV_ (rad/ft-sec), ZNPT (I/see), and XNPHIT (I/see2) help provide the automatic turn
coordination feature

_ The nominal values of the stability derivatives were selected to provide the
. i desired control responses throughout the airspeed envelope. Below 30 knots, a criti-

i eslly damped second-order response of pitch and roll rate to control input with anatural frequency of 2.0 tad/see was provided; in the dinectional axis, a first-order ._
yaw rate response with a 0.5 see time constant was selected. Above 50 knots, a
first-order response of pitch and roll rate to control input with a time constant of
0.36 see was provided. Yaw control inputs resulted in a critically damped second-
order response in sideslip with a natural frequency of 1.5 rad/seo, With no yaw
control inputs, lateral acceler_ion was maintained at zero. Blending of these con-
trol responses occurred between 30 and 50 knots.

The rate @amplng derivatives remained constant for all airspeeds: ZLPT:-2.8,
ZMQT=-2.8, and ZNRT=-2.O. The other stability derivatives were functions of airspeed
(VEQT, knots) as follows:

' VEQT<30 30<VEQT<50 VEQT>50

XLPHIT -q,O VEQT/5.0-10.0 0.0
i XMTHETT -4,O VEQT/5.0-10.O 0.0

I XNVT O.0 .O0133"VEQT-.O399 1.33/VEQT; ZNPT 0,0 .OI9*VEQT-0.57 19.0/VEQT

I XNPHIT 0.0 .038*VEQT-1.1q 38.0/VEQTc
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!I The control sensitivities were selected to be: XLDAT:0.O4, XMDET=0.02, and
XNDPT=0.02.

,, Integration.of the angular accelerations yield the body-axls angular rates in
i- ii rad/sec (ROLLDR, PITCHDR, and YAWDR) and in deg/sec (ROLLD, PITCHD, and YAWD).. Euler

'i angular rates in deg/sec are then calculated using sines and cosines of PHITR and
THETATR (SINPHI, COSPH[, SINTHET, COSTHT) as:

THETTD=PITCHD"COSPHI-YAWD*SINPHI

:' . _ PSITD=(PITCHD#SINPHI+YAWD,COSPHI)/COSTHT

PHITD:ROLLD+PSITD*S[NTHET

i_ These angular mates are then integrated to obtain air-craftEuler angles in degrees
_._- (THETAT, PSIT, and PH/T) and radians (THETATR, PSITR, and PNITR). The sines and
_-_7: cosines of the Euler angles are then calculated, and.the elements-of the red aircraft

earth axis-body axis transformation matrix are formed.

___ _._. 4. TRANSLATIONAL EQUATIONS OF-MOTION

The equations which define the three translational degrees of freedom were
:_ : selected to provide realistic speed-attitude relationships and to ensure an accept-

_. _ able vertical response to control input. The equations for body-axis longitudinal,
t- - . lateral, and vertical forces in pounds are as follows-

i"3=;- FTXT::TWAIT/G*(XRT+XUT*UBT)

_ i_- FTYT=TWAIT/_*(YRT+YVT_VBT)

FTZT=TWAIT/G*(ZRT _ZDCT*DCT)

_ . where

TNAIT = target weight (Its, nominally : I0,000)

. G = acceleration due to gravity (32.2 ftlsec2)

XRT,YRT,ZRT : longitudinal, lateral, and vertical reference accelera
tions, respectively (ft/sec2)

XUT,YVT,ZWT : longitu_.[nal,lateral, and vertical speed damping derlva-
F rives, respectively (11sec)

j WBT : body-axis vertical velocity component (ftlsec)

ZDCT : vertical control sensitivity (ft/sec21%)

q

; For this experiment, XRT and YRT were set to -.eroto yield zero hover trim

: 7_i values of pitch and roll attitude, respectively. ZWT was assigned a value of -I.0 to
: produce a first-order response in vertical velocity to a control input with a time

constant of 1.0 sec; ZDCT was set to 1.5 to provide the desired control response

i
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ii sensitivity. To trim the vertical force equation, ZRT was calculated in the initial
'_ , conditions section to be equal to -ZWT*WBT-G*COSTHT, To achieve the desired speed-

_._,; attitude relationships, XUT was set at a value of -0.02 and YVT was set to -0.1;

_ i: these values yield an incremental trim pitch attitude change of -0.6° for each
10 knot increase in forward speed and approximately 3.0 ° of roll angle to achieve a
10 knot change in lateral velocity at hover. To simulate red aircraft g-llmits, FTZT

_ I was limited to values no less than FZMIN and no greater than FZMAX, where
FZMIN=ZNMIN*TWAIT and FZMAX=ZNMAX*TWAIT; for this experiment, ZNMIN was set to 0.5 g
and ZNMAX to 2.5 g.

i _i These body-axls forces are then transformea to the earth axis system (North,
East, Dr.I..n)to determine FNT, FET, and FDT using the transformation calculated in the

ii rotational equations. Accelerations in this axis system (VND_, VEDT, and VDDT) are

_,_,_ calculated by multiplying the forces by G/TWAIT; TWAIT is added _o FDT prior to this
_ multiplication. Integration of the earth-axis accelerations yields the earth-

_ ii_ referenced velocity components VNT, VET, and VDT. A transformation of these veloci-
) ties back to the body axis is then required to calculate UBT, VBT, and WB_.

_i 5. INITIAL CONDITIONS -,

Rather than using iterative techniques to achieve an initial trim state, the
initial conditions of the model are calculated in closed-form. The initial control
inputs are zeroed and the initial values of the angular rates are set to zero. Ini-
tial roll angle is set to zero while the initial value of aircraft heading (PSIT) is
speci£ied by the user. The trim pitch attitude is calculated by computing the

i the resultant initial velocity components are specified as VNT:VEQT*COS(PSITR),
VET=VEQTWSIN(PSITR), and VnT=O. The vertical force equation is trimmed as indicated
in the preceding section.

_i 6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Li
]

_2 The six degree-of-freedom equations of motion of the red aircraft developed for
't the helicopter air combat experiment yield a model which is relatively easy to fly

and yet exhibits (to an outside observer) all the major dynamic characteristics of a
typical helicopter. The model exhibited mild transient abnormalities as the 30 and
50 knot stability derivative phasing speeds. The elimination of these transients was
not investigated. Performance limits of specific rotorcraft can be imposed on the
model through limits on the control inputs or by limiting the resultant translational
or rotational accelerations appropriately.

S

I

I
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TABLE I.- TEST CONFIGURATIONS

kB
Configuration y e SCAS

ft-lb/rad

A204a 3 0.05 97,780 Rate
B11b 9 .14 13,040 - Rate
TO5 T 6 0 0 Attitude

TO5 Ab 3 .05 97,780 Attitude
TO5 H 9 .14 13,O40 Attitude

aRef_ 6
bRef. 7

TABLE 2.- GEOMETRICCHARACTERISTICS
OF BASELINE_HELLCOPTER CONFIGURATION

Weight, ib 8000
Main rotor

x, z, ft 0.0, 6.57
rpm, rad/sec 33.0
Diameter, ft 44.0
Chord.,ft 2.25
Number of blades 2
Solidity 0.0651
_3, deg 0,0

Horizontal tail

X, Z, ft 16.54, -1.27
Area, ft2 14.6

Vertical--tail

X, Z, ft 25.08, 1.07
Area, ft2 18.6

Tail rotor

x, z, ft 26.73, 3.93
rpm, rad/seo 173.4
Diameter, ft 10.0

Control throws
Pitch/roll/yaw, in. ±6/±6/±3.25
Collective, in. 10

21
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(9

_', TABLE 3,- INPUT DECOUPLING GAINS

lll,;

: , Unlts Gains Value (V in kno

Contlgueatton A204 £n,/tn, ?ES,._. 0 0
i In./tn. ,-po, o_ 0 0

_i: Configuration TOSH, T, A _n./tn. AES/ac S 0 (V = O)
:;: -0,40 (V : 60) i

-.80 (V : 120) !
in,/ln. ARP/_CS -.447 (V = O)

-,2o8 (V : 60)
_214 (V : 120)

Configuration Bll ln,/tn. AES/6cS 0.0 (V : O) , :
-0,4 (V = 60) I
-,8 (V = 120) 'I

In.lln. ARpIacS -.447 (_ : O)

-.196 (V = 60)
-.133 (v : 12o)

J

J

[
1

- !
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TABLE 10.- MOTION SYSTEM PARAMETERS
I

)
_ (Cookplt oriented for large lateral gravel)

" ii

41
, Computer
--_: Description Value

mnemonLo
- _ t
• )

High frequency motion gains GXF 0
"! GYF .5

GZF .4
GPF .g

---_'; GQF .q
:i GRF .Q

;I Washout fJ.lterfrequency (radlsee) OMEGXE 1.0
--::i OMEGYF .7

_i OHEOZF .8• OMEGPF .8
:_ OMEGQF .6

__._ OMEGRF .6

"I
T

___-! TABLE 11.- CONTROL TRAVELS AND FORCE GRADIENTS

--_ Breakout,
I Control Travel, lb Gradient1
i in. approximate ib/in._

Collective 10.0 0.50 0
Pedals ±3.25 2.00 2.00

i Longitudinal oyeli¢ ±6.00 1.00 .67

i LateraL-cyclic _6.00 1.00 1.00 --
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_'=ii_; TABLE 12.- PILOT EXPERIENCE

Pilot

i--

.... A B

_" 'ii Total hours 3350 5700

Total rotary wing_ hr 3100 4700

. Primary A/C CH-46, AH-I, UH-I AH-I, UH-I, UH-60

_ Other A/C OH-58, BO-I05, Bell 412 OH-58, CH-47, OV-I

_: CH-53, others CH-g6, ABC, others

°_' Evasive maneuvering 30 30
time, hr

-.,i

___, Simulator time, hr 50 300 1

.,r

_[

EE:2?
'_-_':2 !
-_.,_', ;

• i

i

= °

_ r

i.

/

=t
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TABLE 13.- INDIVIDUAL PILOT RATINGS

Pilot A

Run number/pilot rating

TOSH T05A- T05T A209 Bll

10/4 45/6 91/4 2/5 49/8
11/6 46/5 92/4 3/4 50/7
12/5 47/5 93/4 17/E 51/8
13/3 73/5 94/4 41/9 52/7
5617 7415 9514 71/7 53/7

151/4 7514 9614 7216 5417
152/3 78/4 97/4 101/7 55/7
153/7 79/4 98/4 102/7 77/6
154/7 80/4 99/4 103/6
155/5 81/5 100/4
156/4 82/6
157/4 86/3.5
158/3.5
159/4
16014
161/3
162/3
164/5
165/7

!

_ilot B ,!

21/6 514 18/3 26/6
22/3 7/6 20/4 27/6
2314 21/6 34/8 28/6
32/3 22/3 36/6 29/7
33/3 2314 37/7 30/2

110/5 25/4 58/5 31/2
116/4 61/4 59/7 38/7
141/6 62/3 60/5 106/6
142/3 63/3 61/4 107/6
143/6.5 64/4 108/4
144/3 65/4 109/7
146/4 66/4 117/6

118/4
148/6
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Figure3.- Blue aircraftcockpitand computergeneratedimagery.
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A 900

.,I B 1ooo
- ' i C 400

" _ D 900

:1 E 700
F 150

Figure 7.- CGI gaming area,
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Figure 9.- Blue airoraft CGI.
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Figure I0.- Red aircraft CGI.
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Figure 13,- Red aircraft field-of-vlew.
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TIMER LINE-OF.SIGH1CLEAR?

GREEN
LIGHT

ON

RESET
TIMER

GREEN I

LIGHT
FLASHES

RESET WITHIN
TIMER WEAPONS

BLUE HEADSET
LIGHT TONE

ON ON.

STAB3"/CONTINUE
TIMER

N( IS TIMER ._

+?_,_ - LIGHT TONE

FLASHES BEEPS

,Ioo,t_ FLASHES J
J RESET _ SCORESHOT

Figure lq.- Blue atroraft firing io810.
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ADEGUACY FOR 8ELECTED TASK OR AIRCRAFT DEMANg¢i ON THE PILOT IN 8ELECTED PILOT
REQUIRED OPERATION" CHARAGTERIITIC8 TAIIK OR REQUIRED OPERATION °

Excellent Pilot compensation not a factor for

, desirebte desired performance

Good Pilot compensation not a factor for
desired performance

: Fair-Some mildly Minimal pilot w.,v=._tion required for
L u_lb=_nt deficiencies desired performance

Minor but annoying Oesired pesformance requires moderate 11411deficiencies pilot compensation

Oeficiencies Adequate performance requires
warrant deficiencies considerable pilot compensation E 6]_

: Very objectionable but Adequate _,, ;u, ,,.,ace requires extensive B[6]Btolerable deficiencies pilot compensation

i Lyes ,_._,,_t_ performance not attainlble withMajor deficiencies maximum tolerable pilot compensation. _[7]B

Deficiencies Controtlabllity not in question.

Considarabte pilot compensetion is required _8]_require Major deficiencies for control

Intense pilot compensation is required to
i _ " Major deficiencies retain control _9]

Lyes

L
Is Improvement_ Control will bu lost durln9 some pertion of _10] Bit " menpetory Major deficiencies required operation

L" ( I "Definition of requiredoperlf_oninvolvesdesT{llltlonof flight phjfa k_cl/orPitot dec{lions
I I C_¢4r-Harplr Ref. NASA TN0-6153 t_b_ham with accc,_Plnyine conditions..

Figure 16.- Pilot rating scale.

t
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Figure 17.- Blue aircraft mean maximum angles and rates with agressive target.
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;'_" HUB TYPE HINGELESS ARTICULATED ....... TEETERING HINGELESS ARTICULATED
i
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._! FiguP.e18,- Handling qualt_ies ea=ing vs configuregion for combined
";i aggressive target maneuvering runs .........................
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CONFIGURATION TO5 TO5 TO5 B11 A204
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Figure 19,- Blue aircraft timer scoring vs oonfiguratlon for aggressive
NOE ta11.chase seenarlos with nominal weapon eharaeterlstles.
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16. Abltract

A piloted _imulation designed to examine the effects of terrain proximity

and control system design on helicopter performance during one-on-one

air combat maneuvering (ACM) is discussed. The NASA Ames Vertlcal Motion

Simulator (VMS) and the Computer Generated Imagery (CGI) systems were

modified to allow two aircraft to be independently piloted on a single

CGI data base. Engagements were begun with the blue aircraft already in a

tail-chase position behind the red, and also with the two alrczaf_, origin-

atlng, from positions unknown to each other. Maneuvering was very

_ : aggressive and safety requirements for minimum altitude, separatlon, and

maximum bank angles typical of flight tes_ were not used. Results indicate

"' tha_ the presence of terrain features adds an order of complexity to the

task performed over clear air ACM and that a mix of attitude and rate

command-type Stability and Control Augmentation System (SCAS) design

may be desirable. The simulation system deai_, the flight paths flown,

' and the tactics used were compared favorably by the evaluation pilots to
actual flight test experiments.
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